In this paper, we propose a method to predict ultra-short term wind power production with chaotic time series. Through analysis of the data measured from real wind farm, the ultra-short term prediction model of wind power is established based on the space theory of chaotic time series phase. The wind power of a real wind farm in northeast China in some future time including 15 m, 30 m and 1 h are predicted by the prediction model finally. Test results are presented in the paper.
Introduction
The wind power has become an attractive source of renewable energy and has been improved during the last decade [1] . Network development plan of the Jilin Province expected end of 2010 reported that wind power turbines installed capacity will reach to 4000MW in Jilin Province, which more than the total installed capacity of power generation 10%. Due to the increasement of wind power injected into the grid and the intermittent characteristics, the security and economic operation of the local power network has been influenced seriously. The economical and security of the network including wind farms can be improved by enhancing the prediction accuracy of wind power [2] .
According to different data sources, wind power prediction can be divided into two models, the former based on numerical weather prediction and the latter based on wind power time series. The former is mainly used in the forecast period more than four hours, but the prediction model is more complex and costly. The latter according to historical wind speed, wind direction, air temperature and wind electric power, etc. data, using some mathematical model of wind power directly to predict wind power. The amount of energy produced strongly depends on the actual wind speed at a certain location, the power output cannot be guaranteed at all times. The latter method is only applicable to ultra-short-term wind power prediction [3] [4] [5] [6] . According to different forecasting cycle, it can be divided into ultra-short-term forecasting (0-4 hours), short-term forecasting (4-24 hours) and long-term wind power forecasting (a few days -few months). This paper focus over the ultra-short-term wind power prediction, which mainly used to generator control operation [7] .
Although wind power has random character, but wind power in a short time showed some regularity. Chaotic system is a kind of between random and regular systems, which can arise out order and law from disorder and complexity. Space reconstruction theory considered that, any variable of the time evolution for long-term of the system contains all the long-term evolution information. Therefore, we can study any variable time sequence of chaotic systems by using the long-term evolution system [8] . Chaos theory aimed to reveal the seemingly random behavior which hides behind the simple rule in order to find a complex problem generally follow the common laws. The system is extremely sensitive to its initial conditions, slight changes in initial conditions can lead to disproportionately large consequences, so on the assumption that the wind power is under the premise of chaos characteristics, wind power chaotic time series is long-term unpredictable, but for the short term, due to the small divergence orbit dynamics, strong regularity, we can build long-term observation data chaotic model to predict wind power.
In this paper, the wind power measurement data came from a wind farm in northeast China. On the assumption that the wind power time series under the premise of chaos characteristics, analyzed wind power time series and constructed the chaotic time series one-rank local-region forecasting model which based on chaotic time series reconfiguration theory. According to wind power forecasting error bigger in some of the peaks and valleys department, based on wind power characteristics of the analysis, put forward correction rules. Finally, in some future time including 15min, 30min and 1 hour are predicted by the prediction model adopted in this paper . The feasibility and effectiveness of the prediction system are verified by the prediction results.
Characteristics of Wind Power
The fluid nature of the air velocity changes in a short time is continuous, so wind farm output power fluctuations in a short time scale is continuous. Wind power changes of the amplitude and different rate are the main features of wind power fluctuations in time.
Data analysis in Figure 1 , Figure 2 shows that: With the time span decreases, the wind power fluctuations also decrease. The changes of wind power in several minutes, are usually small, which means, without numerical weather forecast and only wind power, according to historical data over short-term wind power prediction is feasible. Figure 2 also shows that the probability of wind power fluctuation in 1h more than installed capacity of 10% is very small (less than 3%), witch can be considered to be low probability events.
Wind power prediction model basedon Chaotic time series
If properly selected embedding dimension m and delay-time 0 t , the wind power time
can be reconstructed:
is the length of reconstructed wind power time series sequence. Therefore, proper selection of delay-time and embedding dimension of choice is very important in the phase space reconstruction. These two parameters of reasonable selection and optimize the directly related to the precision of the model.
In this paper, C-C is used to calculate the delay-time and embedding dimension. This method combined considering the time delay and embedding dimension, but also calculated time delay and window wide of embedded time, which through the relationship of the statistics and the delay-time to identify 0 t and m . This method is easy to operate and has small amount of calculation, is reliable for small group data and has strong anti-noise ability.
Calculated at different time scales of the delay-time and embedding dimension using the C-C method in Table 1 . Local-region method is to phase space trajectory of the last point as the focal point, the path from the center of the nearest point as the number of relevant points, and then make the relevant point of fitting the estimated trajectory towards the end point from the predicted trajectory isolated point of the value of the forecast.
On the reconstruction of the space, the purpose is to find "the most similarities." The so-called one-rank local-region method, refers to the
to the fitting of small neighborhood around, among them, ) (t X to the wind power columns of space reconstruction. Set of the point n , including
field can be expressed as:
Using the least square method for a b , then getting the space trend by
it can be isolated ) 1 ( n x from time series prediction of wind power.
Experimental and calibration results
Used Chaos local-region method prediction model to forecast the wind power, forecast period is 30 minutes. The data is 12 seconds of sampled data which from wind towers of a wind farm in Jilin Province and the SCADA system. The wind farm has 58 G850 fans, with a total installed capacity of 49300kw.
From Figure 3 we can see that the predicting error of this method in the wind power at low or peak is bigger, in particular the emergence of negative power and more than the value of installed capacity, so need to verify prediction results based on the characteristics of wind power and data analysis. we used a simpler method of correction: 1. As the wind power of its own characteristics of the constraints, When forecasting of wind power is less than zero, make prediction equals to zero; When the wind power over the installed capacity, make prediction is installed capacity. 2. When forecasting a result of value minus former more than the installed capacity 10%, from Figure 3 can be considered that the value of wind power can not be trusted. The wind power prediction directly use the continuous method, the forecast value of the wind power is equal to the former wind power value.
From Figure 3 Figure 4, we can see that the errors of prediction corrected were a relatively smaller, but the predicting error in the wind power at low or peak is still large, so how to increase wind power low or peak is the key to improve the prediction accuracy. The method used separately in the next 15 minutes and 1 hour of wind power forecasting. Prediction results were shown in Figure 5 , Figure 6 . With the forecast period increases, the method accuracy of prediction using pure historical data decreased, which can be applied within an hour of wind power prediction and has high precision. 

Conclusion
The presented results reveal the effectiveness and the accuracy of an hour ahead prediction of wind power based on historical data without numerical weather prediction. This paper calculated the dynamics of space dimension and delay-time of chaos, constructed short-term wind power prediction model based on Chao space reconstruction theory. The results show that this method for an hour ahead prediction of wind power has high accuracy. The feasibility and effectiveness of the prediction system are verified by the prediction results.
